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Abstract 
The continuing development in chip technology accompanied with rapid 

development of high speed networks not only paves the way for more 
powerful computers, but also leads to the increase importance of the 

distributed computing paradigms and the apparition of new ones. Modern 
computing infrastructure is not limited to PCs and laptops, computer 
clusters and networks, high-performance servers and massively parallel 

computer systems, but also smart phones and tablets, smart sensors and 
wearable devices which are available for billions of users offering high 

computing performances at low cost and interconnected via Internet and 
IoT. 
 

This talk aims to review the most important distributed computing 
paradigms and the principal similarities and differences between them, as 
well as take a quick look into the future of the post-cloud computing era. A 

brief distributed computing road map presented in this overview would be 
useful for students, researchers, and commercial users. 
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